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ABSTRACT Various machine learning techniques on indoor localization using radio signals are being

rapidly developed to achieve a sub-meter accuracy under noisy and complex environments. A fingerprint

database using channel state information (CSI) extracted from a radio packet based on an orthogonal

frequency diversity multiplexing (OFDM) channel can provide enough information to localize a transmitter

device with a neural network (NN) based machine learning technique. In this paper, we concern about

the more practical use of the localization system using machine learning. We introduce a novel design

of a signal preprocessing method for NN fingerprinting. To deal with the real building environment with

corridors where certain signals cannot arrive at the receiver, our preprocessing with nonnegative matrix

factorization (NMF) recovers multiview CSI of the original signal and complete the sparse CSI matrix,

which enables robust and practical localization. The recovered CSI is then applied to variational inference-

based machine learning that finds informative corridor views among multiview CSI. Our proposed system

significantly outperforms other existing machine learning-based systems and shows a localization accuracy

of 89 cm, while it still maintains the reliable accuracy even with 30 % sparse network. It is the first time

to consider how to design a practical localization system in an empirical building environment.

INDEX TERMS indoor localization, channel state information (CSI), multiview data, real building

environment, non-line of sight (NLoS), practical localization, network sparsity, nonnegative matrix

factorization (NMF), machine learning, variational inference, joint optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A precise analysis of radio signals gives us an opportunity

to find the accurate location of the radio device. The rel-

ative location information between transmitter and receiver

devices derived from the signal characteristic can be applied

for a variety of purposes in indoor areas, such as retail and

healthcare by providing the client device locations. IEEE

802.11 technology provides data rates of 1 Gbps or more

over wireless local area networks (WLANs), but noise and

fading cause the uncertainties of the radio signal. Therefore,

for practical use in indoor areas, the radio signal should

be precisely analyzed to construct a reliable localization

system. Compared to the global positioning system (GPS),

which leads to about 5 m outdoor localization accuracy [1],

indoor localization requires more accurate positioning of

the transmitter devices. Such a localization system locates a

transmitter based on signal information received from multi-

ple receivers. The system collects all the signal information

as a high-dimensional data and tries to find a more accurate

location through geometric data analysis.

The localization systems can be built on several IEEE

802.11 protocols such as WiFi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee. Each

protocol according to its standard specification results in

different localization efficiency in different environments.

Recently, a popular choice for a localization parameter is

the channel state information (CSI) of WiFi [2]. On a

radio channel of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac using orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), the CSIs of 64

(in a case of 20 MHz bandwidth) subcarriers are extracted

at the receiver side. The CSI of each subcarrier contains

not only amplitude which represents the signal strength,

but also phase which represents a signal communication

time. Since the subcarriers with different communication

frequencies have different phases, their CSIs can be com-
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FIGURE 1: Example of a real building environment for

localization

bined into high-dimensional data. Besides, the arrangement

of multiple receiver antennas provides additional CSIs with

different phases, with which the localization accuracy can

be improved.

By analyzing the CSI phase, multiple signal classification

(MUSIC) [3] finds time of flights (ToFs) and angle of arrivals

(AoAs) of the received signal. Even if the signal consists

of multiple propagation paths, the pseudospectral analysis

of MUSIC can theoretically find multiple peaks to get the

aforementioned information on the paths. However, in a

real environment, multi-path fading significantly interferes

with the desired dominant path information. Besides, the

noise of the dominant path itself also causes fluctuation of

the CSI phase. Such high phase ambiguity from the noise

and fading makes the MUSIC hard to find true transmitter

location. In the experiment, the maximum CSI phase error

of the same transmitter-receiver location pair was about π/2,

which causes several meters of localization accuracy.

Recently, machine learning techniques have been utilized

to suppress the phase ambiguity and to design a more

accurate localization system. For example, by using CSIs

from multiple receivers as training input to a neural network

(NN), phase errors can be mitigated when the NN trains the

training location of a transmitter. From the perspective of

supervised discriminative learning, the localization system

trains for either classification, clustering, or regression to

predict a test location. The localization accuracy depends

on the preprocessing and organizing of the CSI training

data and the training model. Obviously, the accuracy of the

transmitter localization can be improved by increasing the

number of receivers and their antennas.

In this paper, we focus on the practicality of the localiza-

tion system. We assure reliable localization accuracy even in

a real environment with several corridors as in Fig. 1. In such

an environment, the wall blocks a certain line of sight (LoS)

communication path of a signal and the remaining non-line

of sight (NLoS) paths make the received CSI non-informative

or useless for localization. If the CSI is non-informative, it

corrupts the learning and degrades the localization accuracy.

Besides, the signal may not even arrive at the receiver side in

this complex environment. Therefore, we propose a system

to handle the following two problematic cases while ensuring

localization accuracy.

• Case1: corridor wall blocks LoS path, resulting in non-

informative CSI data

• Case2: certain signals are lost, resulting in sparse CSI

data

The proposed system consists of three steps as follows.

1) CSI preprocessing using nonnegative matrix factoriza-

tion

2) Latent sampling using variational inference

3) Regression (localization) assisted by view classification

On the preprocessing step, we introduce a nonnegative

matrix factorization (NMF) method to recover the lost

elements of the sparse CSI matrix. As well as matrix

recovery, NMF trains to extract a specific number of principal

components, which represent the dominant features of the

CSI. Thus, NMF can serve as both data smoothing and

performance improvement of localization. To apply NMF for

a test inference, we also propose a novel recovery method

using the coefficient matrix obtained from training. After the

CSI preprocessing, a concept of variational inference [4] is

applied to our machine learning for localization. Our learning

technique refers to [5], which introduced view-selective deep

learning using multiview CSI data consisting of CSI views of

multiple receivers. In the variational deep network, the noise

and fading of multiview CSIs can be efficiently mitigated

by sampling latent feature vectors consisting of multiple

variables of independent Gaussian processes (GPs). Using

the generated latent feature vectors, we then find the desired

transmitter location as the result of the improved regression

assisted by the dominant view classification.

We construct the localization system which is robust

for its practical use in the real building environment. Our

contribution allows for the reliable localization of the

transmitter device when certain CSIs are coming from NLoS

paths or do not exist. Compared to [4], we recovered the lost

CSI elements by suggesting a novel signal preprocessing

method using NMF. In addition, we efficiently exclude the

non-informative CSIs from NLoS paths through advanced

view-selective deep learning with an additional trade-off

parameter. In the building experiment with three corridors,

our system shows under 1 m localization accuracy, which

outperforms the best-known system by 29.9 %. Besides,

even if there is 30 % sparsity on the radio communication

network, our novel preprocessing successfully recovers the

lost CSIs and assures 1.11 m of localization accuracy, which

still improves the best-known system with no sparsity.

II. RELATED WORK

Localization researches using multidimensional CSI have

been explosively increased. They reported more accurate

localization accuracy with complex-valued CSI data which
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provides information on multiple subcarriers of multiple

receiver antennas. The classical algorithm, MUSIC aims to

estimate a latent steering vector that comes from a signal

of multi-antenna CSIs using pseudospectral analysis. The

MUSIC and other modified MUSIC algorithms [6], [7]

tried to find the absolute target device location from which

the dominant path generated. However, it is required to be

focused on the CSI uncertainties. Even if the MUSIC enables

us to find the separated information of paths including the

dominant path of the signal, radio noise, hardware offset,

and multi-path fading tangle the whole signal. In a practical

experiment environment, CSI values across the subcarriers

highly fluctuate, and due to various noise and offsets, the

MUSIC marks the transmitter location to a completely

different location which is away from the true location.

Manual cabling [8] or bi-directional measurement [9] to

resolve such problems takes too much effort to construct the

localization system with the off-the-shelf devices. Therefore,

many machine learning-based localization systems are being

arisen. The supervised machine learning can mitigate the

noise and offsets with NN fingerprinting and find invisible

features generated at training locations. The systems can

discriminate the test CSI data to predict the location labels.

For more efficient learning, obtained raw CSIs are applied

in advance to various kinds of preprocessing or calibration

such as inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [10], linear

sanitization [11], [12], kernel density estimation (KDE) [13]

or principal component analysis (PCA) [14].

Start from simple deep NN (DNN) [14], several restricted

Boltzmann machine (RBM) based localization systems have

been introduced [15]–[17]. The authors applied the concept of

Bayes classifier [18]. After CSI data reconstruction using NN

fingerprinting, the likelihood of each training location was

calculated for the reconstructed test data. The test location

was determined by a weighted average of posterior, which is

obtained by the likelihood and the Bayes’ rule. The weakness

of RBM is that it takes too much computation time to

calculate the likelihood for every training location. On the

other hand, by considering over 10 packets as a single batch,

convolutional NN (CNN) classified CSI images to the training

location labels [19]–[23]. However, for real-time localization,

it is better to be processed packet-by-packet for the CSI test

inference. Support vector regression (SVR) based system

was introduced in [24] for device-free localization which

[25], [26] also considered. There are other various learning

techniques for localization, such as autoencoder [27], cluster-

mapping (C-Map) [28], kNN [29], multi-layer perceptron

(MLP), [30], canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [31], and

visibility graph (VG) [32].

The articles tried to prove the reliability of their localiza-

tion systems in indoor experiments. However, the systems

did not consider the NLoS signals, in other words, non-

informative signals. There may exist corridors so that wall

blocks the LoS signal. To let our system train only for

the informative LoS signals and obtain better localization

accuracy, we refer to [5] using variational inference [4],

which was first used for variational autoencoder (VAE)

[33], along with reparameterization scheme [34]. From a

perspective of a discriminative model, authors in [35] utilized

the variational inference for deep network classification,

where improves SVM, stand-alone DNN, and other recent

learning techniques [34]. Especially for multiview data such

as in our case where the data comes from multiple receivers,

we can mitigate the CSI uncertainties by inducing the

multivariate standard normal distribution to approximate

the latent vector of the CSI.

III. CSI PRELIMINARIES

Let us suppose a localization system where a transmitter

communicates with multiple receiver access points (APs) in

a radio WiFi environment. A radio communication packet

on IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac OFDM channel consists of

information of multiple subcarriers. Since the OFDM enables

multi-input multi-output (MIMO) air interface, the receiver

devices with multiple antennas could obtain high-dimensional

CSI for each packet. We use a CSI extraction tool using the

physical layer API on desktop APs equipped with the Intel

WiFi link (IWL) 5300 network interface controller (NIC)

[36]. The CSI is obtained for the subcarrier set {si}, where

i ∈ {1, . . . , I}. Due to the different channel frequencies

of OFDM subcarriers, CSI can be interpreted in a more

sophisticated way.

More specifically, the received signal Ĥ with true CSI H

and noise N is represented as Ĥ = |H|ej2π∠H+N. For the

CSI of subcarrier i and receiver antenna m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
its amplitude is represented as |Hm,i| and its phase is

represented as:

∠Hm,i = (si − 1)(δfτ) + (m− 1)fc
d sin θ

c
, (1)

where constant δf is the frequency difference between

subcarriers, fc is the center frequency of the channel, d
is the distance between adjacent receiver antennas, and c is

the speed of light. The classical aim of MUSIC is to find

true ToF τ and AoA θ caused by different communication

time according to different i and m [3]. But in real 802.11

communication, several offsets and noise accompany them

so that measured ∠Ĥm,i is represented as:

∠Ĥm,i = ∠Hm,i + si × (λ+ ǫ) + µm + β + Zm,i, (2)

where λ and ǫ denote the subcarrier dependent packet detec-

tion delay (PDD) and the sampling frequency offset (SFO),

respectively, µm denotes the receiver antenna dependent

carrier frequency offset (CFO), and β and Zm,i denote the

phase-locked loop (PLL) offset and the noise, respectively

[8]. Here we can take the phase difference between adjacent

antennas to remove τ , λ, and ǫ as:

△∠Ĥm,i = ∠
Ĥm+1,i

Ĥm,i

= ∠Hm,i + µm+1 − µm +△β +△Z

= fc
d sin θ

c
+ µm+1 − µm +△β +△Z.

(3)
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To find ToFs, many kinds of research applied the linear

sanitization previously. However in the experiments, the

offsets λ and ǫ are too large to be removed. We instead

remove all the subcarrier dependent parameters and consider

only the phase difference between adjacent antennas. We use

the data feature extracted from (3) as learning input, which

consists of the CSI phase difference of multiple subcarriers

of multiple receiver antenna pairs. By concatenating the data

from multiple receivers at distinct locations to a single input,

it becomes a multiview data containing multiple probability

distributions.

In addition, to exploit the normalized phase data to

machine learning, we should maintain phase continuity as

the subcarrier index increases, to avoid the phase unwrapping

problem. Therefore we use the CSI phase difference as a

form of normalized phasors which consist of in-phase and

quadrature values Im,i and Qm,i, respectively:

ej2π△∠Ĥm,i = Im,i + jQm,i. (4)

With V receivers, the multiview learning input X ∈
R

2×I×(M−1)×V is a collection of all information ∠H for

every sample packet.

IV. CSI PREPROCESSING: NMF

To design a practical localization system in a corridor-existing

environment as in Fig. 1, let us suppose a situation that

several receiver APs at distinct locations receive CSIs from

a transmitter at the same time. Obviously, APs near the

transmitter can receive relatively good CSI. However, APs

behind a wall may not receive the CSI. We describe an

example of CSI data matrix composition in (5):

X =

AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5








◦ ◦ × ◦ ◦ packet at location 1,

× × ◦ ◦ ◦ packet at location 2,

◦ ◦ ◦ × × packet at location 3,

(5)

where each row indicates a packet at a distinct location

and each column indicates an index of AP. Neither the

MUSIC nor the machine learning cannot be applied to this

sparse CSI data. In order to complete such a sparse CSI

data matrix with only the given information and utilize it

as a learning input, we recover the empty elements through

a matrix factorization (MF) method. Since the transmitter

location is potentially related to all of the CSI elements, NMF

of which the consisting matrix elements are all nonzero is

applied. As well as PCA and singular value decomposition

(SVD), NMF is one of the representative methods for matrix

completion. With the coefficient matrix obtained from the

NMF, we can predict the empty elements for the training

CSI and even for a single vector of test CSI inference. In

addition, we can extract the dominant features that have

reduced dimension to properly represent the original CSI

data, in other words, smooth the data as investigated in Fig.

2.

Suppose we have a CSI matrix X consisting of N CSIs

of T subcarriers where its lost CSI elements are assumed to

have zero values. Then X can be approximated by X̂ which

is represented as a multiplication of a basis matrix P and a

coefficient matrix Q, X ≈ X̂ = PQ:

X̂

(N×T )

= P

(N×L)

· Q

(L×T )

(6)

Here, the dimension of column of P and row of Q is L,

which indicates the number of latent factors. L is much less

than N as well as T so that should be empirically decided

to extract latent feature. To approximate X̂ to X, we define

a residual of squares as a cost function:

E2 = ‖X− X̂‖2 = ‖X−PQ‖2

= ΣN
n=1Σ

T
t=1(xnt − x̂nt)

2,
(7)

for the received nonzero CSI elements {xnt}. The elements

of P and Q are updated by the rules:

pnl ← pnl
(XQ⊤)nl
(PQQ⊤)nl

,

qlt ← qlt
(P⊤X)lt
(P⊤PQ)lt

,

(8)

respectively, while being kept as nonnegative values. The

cost in (7) is nonincreasing under the update rules by the

proof in [37]. Even with the sparse CSI input X, we can

recursively update P and Q on an element by element basis

and recover the empty elements in X. A pseudocode of

NMF for training CSI is described in Algorithm 1.

In addition, with a sparse test inference x which is a form

of single vector, we predict a basis vector p of it and recover

the empty elements (x ≈ x̂ = pQ):

x̂

(1×T )

= p

(1×L)

· Q

(L×T )

(9)
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FIGURE 2: NMF of In-phase CSI data. (a) Data before NMF.

(b) Data after NMF. The data is smoothed with dominant

feature extraction.
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Algorithm 1: Preprocessing: Nonnegative matrix

factorization (NMF) for CSI recovery

Input:sparse training CSI matrix X, number of latent

factors L, basis matrix P, coefficient matrix Q, and

learning rate α
Output: recovered training CSI X̂ and result of Q

initialization;

while epoch ≤ maxepoch do

while n ≤ N do

while t ≤ T do

if xnt exists then

while l ≤ L do

update pnl ← pnl
(XQ⊤)nl

(PQQ⊤)nl
;

update qlt ← qlt
(P⊤X)lt
(P⊤PQ)lt

;

X̂ = PQ;

Algorithm 2: Preprocessing: Prediction for sparse

test CSI inference

Input: sparse test CSI vector x and coefficient

matrix Q

Output: recovered test CSI x̂

x← x[ 1, nonzero(x)] ; // take received CSI elements

Q← Q[ :, nonzero(x)] ; // take corresponding vectors

calculate p = xQ⊤(QQ⊤)−1;

x̂ = pQ;

The coefficient matrix Q obtained from the NMF of training

CSI is supposed to be equally applied to the test inference.

In order to approximate x̂ to x, we utilize Q again for an

inverse transformation. The residual sum of squares can be

represented as:

e2 = (x− pQ)(x− pQ)⊤. (10)

Then a partial derivative with respect to p is derived to

optimize:

∂

∂p
e2 =

∂

∂p
(x− pQ)(x− pQ)⊤

=
∂

∂p
(xx⊤ − xQ⊤p⊤ − pQx⊤ + pQQ⊤p⊤)

=
∂

∂p
(xx⊤ − 2xQ⊤p⊤ + pQQ⊤p⊤)

=
∂

∂p
(−2xQ⊤p⊤ + (pQ)(pQ)⊤)

= −2xQ⊤ + 2pQQ⊤

= 0.
(11)

Finally p is obtained as:

p = xQ⊤(QQ⊤)−1, (12)
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FIGURE 3: CSI recovery using NMF. (a) Original training

CSI. (b) Recovered training CSI for lost data of AP1. (c)

Original test CSI. (d) Recovered test CSI for lost data of

AP1.

with the received nonzero CSI elements of x and corre-

sponding vectors of Q. Now we can use p and Q to predict

desired x̂ = pQ for the test inference. Our NMF has a strong

advantage as it processes test inference on a packet by packet

basis for robust real-time localization. A pseudocode of NMF

for test CSI is described in Algorithm 2.

The results of NMF sparse recoveries for both 100 packets

of training and test CSIs are shown in Fig. 3. In the figures,

empty CSI elements lost from AP1 are recovered by referring

to the remaining elements of AP2, AP3, and AP4. For the

test CSIs, their elements can be recovered for a single vector

inference, rather than a two-dimensional matrix. As you can

see, the original and recovered data may be different for

better feature extraction.

V. SYSTEM MODEL

We refer to the machine learning technique introduced in [5]

which used multiview data consisting of multiple AP views

to improve localization accuracy. As seen in Fig. 1, the APs

may receive packets of NLoS paths from the transmitter

behind a wall. However, they need not be utilized in training

since the corridor wall blocks the informative LoS signals.

Therefore we divide the multiview CSI into multiple corridor

views to train selectively for informative views.

A. VARIATIONAL DEEP NETWORK

The variational deep network for regression basically utilizes

a probabilistic model to approximate a posterior q(z|y) to

an original distribution p(z|y), using a latent feature vector

z extracted from NNs and given true location label y. Let

us suppose a localization system on a network topology

consisting of K corridors. Then the CSI input X can be

VOLUME 4, 2016 5
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Algorithm 3: Localization: variational deep network

Input: CSI data X, label y, given view label u,

number of views K, number of latent variables J ,

coefficient parmeter β, latent sampling NN h, and

regression NN g
Output: latent feature vector z

initialization;

while epoch ≤ maxepoch do

while k ≤ K do
zk = hk(Xk); // hidden layers for latent

sampling

ŷ = gk(zk|y); // hidden layers for regression

loss = {(y1 − ŷ1)
2 + (y2 − ŷ2)

2}+
βKL[q(zk|y)||p(zk)];

if uk == 1 then
update NNs hk and gk; // to minimize loss

else

do nothing;

divided into subsets {X1, . . . ,XK} where each corridor

view Xk represents the CSI collected from APs within the

corridor k = {1, . . . ,K}. The mapping zk = hk(Xk) of

latent sampling NN extracts a latent feature vector using

variational inference generated from J variables of GPs, i.e.,

zj ∼ GP(µj , σ
2
j ) with mean-field feature vectors µ and σ.

Then from each latent vector zk, we obtain regression output

ŷ through the mapping ŷ = gk(zk|y) of regression NN.

The weights and biases of NNs hk(Xk) and gk(zk|y) are

updated to jointly minimize the objectives of the variational

deep network:

{(y1 − ŷ1)
2 + (y2 − ŷ2)

2}+ βKL[q(zk|y)||p(zk)], (13)

where the terms mean regression loss of two-dimensional

Cartesian coordinate and Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence,

respectively. We modified the variational deep network of [5]

by adding the trade-off parameter β which was introduced

in β-VAE [38]. We set β as a value of 100 in our regression

model for more balanced learning. We also utilize the

information u named given view label used in [5], where uk

has a value of 1 only if the location of the sample is within

corridor k and the CSI of it is considered to be informative.

The pseudocode of our variational deep network is described

in Algorithm 3.

B. VIEW-CLASSIFIED REGRESSION NETWORK

The latent feature vector {zk} obtained from the section

V-A is used for view-classified regression. In this section,

we first classify the concatenated z = [z1, . . . , zK ] to

û = [û1, . . . , ûK ] where each element ûk means the

likelihood that the sample will be in corridor k. Again we

use the normalized given view label as ũk = uk

ΣK
i=1

ui
to

apply it for mapping û = hQ(z|ũ) of view-classified NN.

The obtained û passed through Softmax activation is then

Algorithm 4: Localization: view-classified regression

network

Input: latent feature vector z, label y, given view

label u, number of views K, trade-off parameter γ,

view classification NN hQ, and regression NN hR

Output: regression result ŷ

initialization;

while epoch ≤ maxepoch do

while k ≤ K do
ũk = uk

ΣK
i=1

ui
; // normalization

û = hQ(z|ũ); // hidden layers for view

classification

while k ≤ K do
z′k = ûk ⊙ zk; // reweight of latent vectors

ŷ = hR(z
′|y); // hidden layers for regression

loss = γ{((y1 − ŷ1)
2 + (y2 − ŷ2)

2}+ (1−
γ){Σk(ũk − ûk)

2};
update NNs hQ and hR; // to minimize loss

multiplied to zk in a way of element-wise reweighting to

reflect the importance of view k for regression. A mapping

ŷ = hR(z
′|y) of regression NN obtains the desired output

ŷ, using reweighted latent feature vector z′. The two NNs

hQ(z|ũ) and hR(z
′|y)are updated to jointly minimize the

losses:

γ{(y1− ŷ1)
2+(y2− ŷ2)

2}+(1−γ){Σk(ũk − ûk)
2}, (14)

where the terms mean regression and view classification

losses, repectively. For more balanced learning, the trade-

off parmeter γ should be adjusted. A pseudocode of view-

classified regression network is described in Algorithm 4.

VI. FIELD EXPERIMENT

AP

AP

AP

AP

Training point 

Test point

AP

AP

Corridor A

AP

AP

Corridor C

office

office

Toilet

FIGURE 4: Experiment layout

We apply our localization system in a building environment

as illustrated in Fig. 4. The building structure is constructed

of three corridors. Totally eight receiver APs are allocated

in the topology, where each corridor view consists of the

CSIs received at four APs. All APs receive CSI packets
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TABLE 1: Experiment parameters for localization system

Symbol Parameter Value

M Number of receiver antannas 3
I Number of subcarriers for

20MHz bandwidth OFDM
channel

30

d distance between adjacent an-
tannas

3 cm

fc Center frequency of OFDM
channel

5.18 GHz

δf Frequency difference between
adjacent antennas

312.5 KHz

V receiver APs 8
N Total size per CSI inference 2 × 30 × (3-1) ×

8 = 960
T Total number of packets for

training
100 packets × 36
training locations
= 3600

L Number of latent factors for
NMF

30

K Number of corridors, i.e., views 3
J Number of latent variables for

variational deep network
120

α Learning rate 10
−5

β Trade-off coefficient between
regression and KL divergence

100

γ Trade-off coefficient between
regression and view classifica-
tion

0.2

h1

k
, h2

k
, g1

k
, g2

k
Hidden nodes for variational
deep network

1000,500,1000,500

h1

Q, h2

Q, h1

R, h2

R Hidden nodes for view-
classified regression network

1000,500,1000,500

from a transmitter at the same time using monitor mode,

which allows the packets to be captured without having an

association. For the transmitter, 36 training and 11 test points

are in distributed locations. As seen in the figure, depends on

the location of the transmitter, it is determined whether each

corridor view is informative or not. For every transmitter

location, one or two views are considered to be informative.

The values of parameters for our system are specified in Table

1. In a hardware setup, we install the desktop APs equipped

with M = 3-antenna IWL 5300 NIC. The adjacent antennas

are apart by d = 3 cm, approximately by a half wavelength

on channel 36 at fc = 5.18 GHz. 30 of 64 OFDM subcarriers

are used where the adjacent subcarriers are 312.5 KHz (= 20

MHz / 64) apart. Therefore a total of N = 960-size CSI data

is collected for every packet from the transmitter. We collect

the CSIs of 100 packets at each location, which means T
= 3600 packets for training. For the parameters L, J , α,

β, γ, and the hidden nodes, we specify the values that are

optimized to obtain the best performance in the experiment.

At first, we show the impact of L, the number of latent

factors for NMF in Fig. 5. As well as the regression loss

which is represented as the first term in (14) and can be

substitute into localization accuracy, we plot the average

reconstruction loss E2/NT , using E2 derived in (7). With

a larger L value, we can approximate a more accurate CSI

input matrix so that reduce the reconstruction loss. However,

too large L value cannot capture the latent feature from the

N = 960 size of the input. The best regression is obtained for
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FIGURE 5: Regression and reconstruction losses versus L,

number of latent factors
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FIGURE 6: Regression and view classification losses versus

J , number of latent variables for variational deep network

L = 30, which is a value of N /32. Such a high compression

ratio implies that for the same receiver antenna pair m and

receiver AP v, the CSI feature can be expressed in a simple

way across all subcarriers.

The impact of another parameter, J which is the number of

latent variables for the variational deep network is plotted in

Fig. 6. We plot both the regression and the view classification

losses which are derived in (14). Compare to L, the variables

J of GPs should have larger value to minimize the KL

divergence which can be represented as a reparameterized

function of mean-field vectors [34]. The best regression is

obtained for J = 120 which is a value of N /8. For too large

J value, the performance becomes worse. Here, we can see

our system properly works since both the regression and

view classification losses change in the same tendency.

The two trade-off parameters β and γ for the variational

deep network and view-classified regression network, respec-

tively, should also be considered as important parameters

to improve localization accuracy. Although the β is not
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FIGURE 8: Regression and view classification losses versus

data sparsity

investigated in detail, we find the best regression when it has

a value of 100. For the parameter γ suggested in [5], we plot

the related performances as it increases from 0.05 to 0.35

in Fig. 7. Our system obtains the best regression loss when

γ = 0.2, in other words, when the system considers the

view classification loss as four times important as regression

loss. As γ increases to 1, it gradually ignores the view

classification loss and results in poor regression performance

as well. It implies that our reweighting scheme from view

classification highly assists the desired regression.

In Fig. 8, we also prove that our preprocessing method

using NMF properly recovers the CSI data matrix while its

latent feature is preserved. In the experiment topology, a

certain AP may lose to receive CSI since the AP and the

transmitter are in different corridors. In such a situation, we

assume that the APs lose CSIs with a probability of from 5

% to 30 %. The NMF recovers the empty elements of the

CSI data matrix which is constructed together with lost CSIs.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Localization accuracy(m)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

C
D

F

Proposed

DNN with NMF

SVR

Proposed without NMF

BiLoc

CiFi

FIGURE 9: Localization accuracy CDF of the systems. The

proposed system significantly outperforms other previous

systems

Algorithm Localization accuracy (m)

Proposed 0.89

DNN with NMF 1.22

SVR 1.27

Proposed without NMF 1.29

BiLoc 1.41

CiFi 1.54

TABLE 2: Localization accuracy comparison. The proposed

system improves 29.9 % of the localization accuracy

Even with a sparsity of 30 %, we can assure the localization

accuracy as 1.11 m. The performance has been reduced by

20 %, but it is still reliable and implies that our system is

practically constructed for sparse CSIs.

In order to compare the performance of our system, the

existing localization systems using various machine learning

techniques are implemented. More specifically, we implement

the CiFi [24] by using 10 packets as a batch to generate

each CSI image and applying CNN. The Biloc [17] is

implemented based on RBM and Bayes’s rule. The SVR

which was proposed in [19] is also implemented. Besides, we

implement a system applying stand-alone DNN with NMF to

see how much our preprocessing improves the performance.

On the other hand, the proposed system without NMF is also

implemented. In terms of localization accuracy, we show

the performances of the systems in our experiment scenario

in Fig. 9 and Table 2. First of all, the CiFi shows poor

accuracy of 1.54 m since it is not appropriate to analyze

multiview CSI data as images. To improve the accuracy, it

requires more packets than the number of 100 which we

collected, in order to generate large size CSI images. The

BiLoc shows an accuracy of 1.41 m, a bit improved than CiFi

but still unreliable. Besides, it takes too much computation
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time to compute the reconstruct loss of test inference for

every training location. The SVR shows 1.27 m accuracy,

which is the best among the existing systems. However,

the systems consider every view including non-informative

views, which negatively impact the learning and thus result

in poor localization performances. Therefore the systems

SVR, BiLoc, and CiFi cannot take any advantages in such

a real building scenario and their performances are even

worse than that of stand-alone DNN with our NMF, which

shows an accuracy of 1.22 m. Since our system selectively

updates NNs only for the informative views and classifies

the dominant view to consider, it significantly outperforms

other systems. With the best parameters discussed in the

above figures, we investigate the performance of our system

as 0.89 m, which is 29.9 % improved compared to that of

SVR. On the other hand, the NMF preprocessing of our

system improves the accuracy by 31 %, from 1.29 m to 0.89

m.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the practicality of the localization

system using CSI on the WiFi OFDM channel. In a real

building environment with corridors, CSIs of NLoS radio

signals can be lost or become useless. To recover the lost

CSI information and make the localization system practical,

we introduced the preprocessing method, which recovers

empty elements of CSI matrix by factorizing the latent

feature. Even in the case of a single test CSI where 30 %

of the information was lost, we assured 1.11 m localization

accuracy, which still improves the best-known system with

no sparsity. In addition by considering the CSIs collected

at multiple receiver APs as multiview learning data, our

variational inference-based learning achieved the localization

accuracy of 89 cm, by finding the dominant corridor view

that assists the regression. This work lays the foundations for

advanced localization technology in complex environments.

Furthermore, the scheme used in our system can be widely

applied in applications that aim to selectively extract features

from the sparse multiview learning data. In future work, we

plan to verify our system in more complex environments.

For future applications, we need to figure out the trends in

how the best parameters of our system change as the size

of CSI input and the number of views increases.
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